Culture, Heritage and Youth Nexus in Yemen
3 March 2020, 17:00
Rotonde Bertouille, BOZAR
Rue Baron Horta 11, 1000 Brussels

17:00 – 17:30 Registration
17:30 – 18:00 Opening Speeches
   • Ms. Raffaella Iodice, Head of Unit for Middle East, Central Asia, South Asia, DG DEVCO, European Commission
   • Ambassador Mohammed Jumeh, Permanent Delegate of the Republic of Yemen to UNESCO
   • Ms. Louise Haxthausen, Director of UNESCO Liaison Office in Brussels

18:00 – 18:45 Keynote Speeches
   • The findings of the damage and infrastructure assessments and related rehabilitation plans by Mr. Wesam Qaid, Deputy Managing Director, Social Fund for Development
   • Overview of the Cash for Work Project by Ms. Anna Paolini, Director of UNESCO GCC and Yemen Office
   • Video on the Project’s progress
   • The European Union’s Assistance in Yemen by Ambassador Hans Grundberg, Head of EU Delegation to Yemen

18:45-19:15 Yemeni Music Concert
   • An immersion in Yemeni traditional music of different music styles: Hadrami Dan music, Songs of Sana’a, Tihami songs and Adeni songs

19:15-20:00 Photo Exhibition and Virtual Reality Station
   • Opening of the photography exhibition by Mr. Paul Dujardin, CEO of BOZAR
   • Opening of the Virtual Reality Station: Experience the Old City of Sana’a

19:30-20:00 Reception